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Advances in computer processing power have enabled new three-
dimensional image enhancement and visualization techniques. Data storage
capacities of a gigabyte or more are affordable and commonplace. The
Power Macintosh computers are RISC based processors which perform
graphical and computational tasks many times faster than the older 68000
based systems. These new systems are ideal platforms for three-
dimensional deconvolution of microscope data sets.

Deconvolution Algorithms
There are basically three different deconvolution methods. All of them

significantly reduce out-of-focus haze in microscope data sets.

1. Single image deconvolution
2. Deconvolution using 3 images (nearest neighbor deconvolution)
3. Deconvolution using the whole volume

Single image deconvolution is used when the acquired image or
images are not a volume scan. For example, researchers studying fast
events must keep the image at the same focal plane and quickly capture an
image. Each image is a snapshot of the specimen at a unique time sample.
These images can be deconvolved by a single image deconvolution method
to remove some of the out-of-focus haze.

Nearest neighbor deconvolution is useful when the specimen can be
imaged along the optical axis and a series of images captured and stored to
disk. The resulting data set is a volume representation of the object. The
image can be deconvolved using the nearest neighbor method. In this
approach, three consecutive images are used to deconvolve the middle
image. The image on the top and bottom of the triplet can be thought of as
windows in which out-of-focus haze from all the images above and below She
processed image must pass to reach the middle image. This technique
produces excellent results when:

1. The images are sampled at the proper frequency along the z axis.
For large lens NAs, such as 1 .4, sampling should be at 0.25 microns
while for a low NA of 0.7, sampling size can be 1.0 microns.
2. The scanned volume is thin (50 microns, larger distance if sample
is very transmissive).

Constrained iterative deconvolution is the third method. This method
uses a whole volume during deconvolution. The mathematics is as follows:

1. Convolve a focused volume with the point spread function (PSF) to
create the original acquired volume.
2. Compare the difference between the original volume and the
blurred focused volume.
3. Use the error difference to correct the focused volume.
4. Go back to step one and repeat the procedure.

How do you get the first focused volume? Most procedures use the original
volume as a first guess. During this iterative procedure one prevents any pixel
from being negative - this is the well known positivity constraint. Differences
between various constrained iterative algorithms are due to differences in step 3
where the focused volume is corrected and the rate of convergence is deter-
mined, All constrained iterative methods decrease the error computed in step 2.

The PSF is a very important factor when using a constrained iterative
method. Both theoretical and experimental deconvolution PSF's can be used.
However experimental PSF determination is very difficult. Typically very small
fluorescent beads about 0.2 microns in diameter are used to get a direct PSF
representation. Accurate imaging of such small beads is difficult and the beads
must be implanted in a medium with the same optical characteristics as the
specimen for the PSF to be optimal. For experimental PSF's to be used reliably
with an iterative method requiring large amounts of processing time, great care
must be exercised when measuring the PSF.

Memory Requirements
For all machines, memory is an extremely important factor in determining

how large a volume can be processed, To determine the required memory, three
volumes must be present at one time: the original blurred volume, the 3D PSF
and the deconvolved volume. For floating point representation, this means that
you multiply the size of the input volume by 24 to calculate total memory
requirements.

This leads to the following table:

Volume Size

5123
2563
1283
643
323

Required Memory

3.2 gigabytes
402 megabytes
50 megabytes
6.3 megabytes
785 kilobytes

Rodent microglia stained with the OX-42 antibody. Created using a 12 bit electronic camera (Photometries), and a 63x oil immersion lens with a 1.42 numerical aperture.
Out-of-focus haze removed with VayTek's MicroTome™. Background corrected and pixel values uniformly raised to reduce noise using Image-Pro"" (Media Cybernetics). Individual
images assembled with VayTek's VoxBlast™ into the three dimensional composite. Image courtesy of Dr. Richard Kraig, University of Chicago, Department of Neurology.
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This means that computers that deconvolve volumes must either have lots

of RAM or very efficient file swapping for an effective virtual memory capability,

System Requirements

We expect RAM cost will decrease and virtual memory efficiency wiil

increase for both Windows and Macintosh based systems. In addition to an

appropriate computer platform with adequate RAM, a good three dimensional

decon volution/micro scope system has the following components:

1. High quality image acquisition equipment. This may include a CCD

camera and a high quaiity microscope.

2, Excellent microscope control (or precise z stage movement and optical

sectioning; control of excitation shutters to minimize photo bleaching of

fluorescent specimens.

The adage "Garbage In, Garbage Out" applies to all data acquisition, but is

particularly apt for 3D deconvolution of microscope data. Sophisticated mathe-

matical algorithms cannot add what is not in the data. For collection of accurate

3D data, precise techniques must be applied at every step of the image

acquisition. The new, more powerful computers with generous amount of RAM

and hard disk space can provide the precision and control needed to acquire and

deconvolve the quality of images needed to push scientific research forward.

Current Software

VayTek, Inc. of Fairfield, Iowa, has implemented single image, three image

and constrained iterative deconvolution programs for Power Macintosh and

Windows platforms. The single and three image deconvolution is based on the

work of Agard & Eedat, USCD. The constrained iterative technique uses a

Janson-van Cittert correction method originally developed by van Cittert (van

Cittert, 1930) and modified by Jansson (Jansson, Hunt et al., 1970). All these

deconvolution programs use a theoretical 3D PSF. An experimental PSF

module has also been developed.

For more information about these programs and for additional educational

materials regarding image acquisition and deconvolution, see VayTek's web site

at http://www.vaytek.com •

RESEARCH SCIENTIST
EMPA/OIM

UES, Inc. a high tech R&D company in Dayton, Ohio has a need for a

Research Scientist with expertise in electron microscopy of materials.

Requirements include: M.S. in Materials Science- and 5+ years profes-

sional experience, EMPA aid SEM experience in conjunction with WDS,

EDS, a id orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) as applied to microstruc-

tura! problems in high temperature materials science, as well as a strong

working knowledge of materials crystallography, and the ability to prepare

material specimens for analysis. The successful candidate will work

extensively with material scientists applying EMPA and OIM techniques

to materials problems and teaching those techniques using an array of

EMPAs, field emission gun (FEG) SEMs and conventional SEMs equipped

with WDS and EDS systems. Other responsibilities include maintenance

of these microscopes (under service contract) a id sample prep facilities,

and other lab duties. This position is contingent on future contract

funding. UES offers an excellent benefits package. Qualified applicants

are encouraged to mail or fax resumes with salary history to:

UES
Attn: Debbie Yount

4401 Dayton-Xenia Road

Dayton, OH 45432

Fax: (937)429-5413

AA/EEO Employer

First,
a High Quality,

Desktop Cold
Sputter/Etch

.System.

Guaranteed
Next Day
Shipment.

LJrder Qenton's standard Desk 11 System by noon
today and get guaranteed shipment tomorrow
or Denton pays the freight.

The Desk II produces uniform, conductive, fine
grain Au/AuPd coatings in under three minutes
and is the highest quality desktop system available.

The Desk II features:
• Automatic or manual operation
3 Easy to read digital vacuum and current gauges
S Optional carbon evaporation accessory

For more information, look no further than
Denton.,, where both Quality and Delivery
invite comparison.

DENTON
VACUUM

» rvTr<

1259 North Church St.
Moorestown, NJ 08057 USA
Tel: (609) 439-9100
FAX: (609)439-9111

INC.

Next day shipment must be requested at lime of order.

Decades of Experience In EM Specimen Prep Equipment
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